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Spreadsheet programs for interactive surfaces have limited manipulations capabilities and are often frustrating to use. One key reason is that the spreadsheet grid creates a layer that intercepts most user input events, making it difficult to reach the cell values that lie underneath. We conduct an analysis of commercial spreadsheet programs and an elicitation study to understand what users can do and what they would like to do with spreadsheets on interactive surfaces. Informed by these, we design interaction techniques that leverage the precision of the pen to mitigate friction between the different layers. These enable more operations by direct manipulation on and through the grid, targeting not only cells and groups of cells, but values and substrings within and across cells as well. We prototype these interaction techniques and conduct a qualitative study with information workers who perform a variety of spreadsheet operations on their own data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In his reflections about the use of spreadsheets in organizational life, Paul Dourish observes that “a spreadsheet starts not blank but empty”[12]. This intriguing statement captures a key characteristic of spreadsheet programs. The grid effectively creates a layer above the values, which plays a central role in enabling many of the direct manipulations that users perform on the spreadsheet’s columns, rows and cells. But because it covers the entire workspace, this grid layer captures most input events, often complicating straightforward tasks like selecting a substring within a cell. Additionally, spreadsheet programs designed for interactive surfaces introduce yet another layer that captures basic touch actions for the purpose of navigation.

These three layers create tension between the different types of interactions: grid-level interactions (cell, row and column selection & manipulation); value-level interactions (text, number and formula editing); and navigation interactions (panning and zooming the worksheet). This tension between layers often breaks the direct manipulation paradigm, where users expect to effortlessly select an element and manipulate it. This tension exists even when performing the most elementary action: selection. While it is easy to select a single cell, selecting only part of a text or number inside a cell is tedious, requiring multiple actions to traverse the grid and adjust the selection. Additional problems occur when selecting sets of elements. Selecting elements such as, e.g., rows or columns is possible but interferes with navigation actions when all elements are not visible simultaneously.
Fig. 1. Our techniques enable seamless direct manipulations of diverse elements in a spreadsheet primarily by enabling a broader variety of selection actions than existing spreadsheet programs. With only one or two pen marks, users can select different types of scope. Representative selections at the grid and value levels: a) a single cell; b) large sets of cells without navigation – here columns B–J extending far beyond the current viewport; c) a substring within a cell; d) multiple substrings matching a pattern across cells in a column.

And while spreadsheets are designed to manipulate sets of cells, it is never possible to select only a part of the value across multiple cells at once. Such manipulations are useful though, for instance to select a specific suffix such as the country code in a list of cities to remove them all, or to separate surname from firstname in a list of people with a single manipulation.

This article introduces a set of novel direct manipulation techniques that enable seamless interaction at both grid and value levels, within and across cells, as illustrated in Figure 1. With these techniques, users can achieve diverse operations with a few pen marks and touch actions. Building upon previous work on pen + touch [24, 44], we implement a clear division of labor between input modalities, dedicating the pen to selection, touch to manipulation, and multi-touch to navigation. A key element of our approach is to use the pen not only as a tool to select grid-level elements, but as a tool to break through the grid as well, enabling precise, seamless value-level selections without mode switching. We further leverage the pen’s unique precision to design small pen-operated widgets that users can invoke to jump to distant locations in the spreadsheet or to perform advanced, non-contiguous selections of tabular data rows and columns.

After a review of the literature, we examine a representative sample of commercial spreadsheet programs over a range of operating systems and pen + touch hardware: handheld tablets, slate PCs, large digital drawing boards. We highlight inconsistencies among them, as well as the main sources of friction between layers. We then conduct an elicitation study to gather empirical data about users’ expectations when using pen + touch to interact with spreadsheets. Informed by both our analysis of commercial spreadsheet programs and our elicitation study, we design a set of interaction techniques that enable seamless access to all layers, leveraging the expressive power of pen + touch input to enable the effortless selection of a variety of elements in spreadsheets. These elements include individual cells, groups of cells, as well as values and substrings within cells or spanning multiple cells. We implement this set of interaction techniques in a prototype that we use to conduct a semi-structured qualitative study with six information workers performing a variety of spreadsheet operations on their own data. We discuss how participants used the techniques, and how their feedback helped us improve on them. We conclude with opportunities to explore as future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Spreadsheets have received significant attention from the HCI research community. Research works include studies about how information workers use regular spreadsheet programs (see, e.g., [2, 8]).
solutions to effectively deal with errors and hidden dependencies (see, e.g., [26, 55]); algorithms that help automatically transform data [19, 22, 28]; and interaction techniques for the direct manipulation of those data. In our review of the state of the art, we focus on the latter only. We first discuss spreadsheet-related interaction techniques regardless of the input modalities involved, and then give an overview of related work on pen + touch interaction at large.

2.1 Interaction with Spreadsheets

Early research work about user interfaces for tabular data manipulation investigated ways to support users in making sense of large tables. The Table Lens [47] adopts a focus+context strategy [10] to embed visual representations of the data into the grid-based representation of the table, letting users sort and filter, get detailed symbolic representations of rows and columns of particular interest and identify values that characterize the distribution [45]. Interaction with the table involves keyboard shortcuts and a pointer, but includes basic flick gestures performed with the mouse as well.

With the advent of interactive surfaces, researchers have started investigating how to use the pen and touch modalities for spreadsheet manipulation. Tableur [70] aims to support the quick creation of relatively simple spreadsheets away from the office workstation. The pen is used to sketch the table by hand on a blank canvas and then input cell values. Gestures trigger commands such as the recognition of the digital ink, the erasure of content, and the propagation of a formula over a range of cells. It focuses on small, informal spreadsheets that can reasonably be drawn by hand. The WritLarge [65] early-stage design system for electronic whiteboards also enables users to create simple tables by sketching among many other things. The digital ink that represents the table can be selected with the non-preferred hand and semantically "elevated" [65] thanks to a simple heuristic that recognizes the hand-drawn grid and turns it into an actual table structure. A very interesting property of this approach is that users can go back and forth between ink and formatted table, editing strokes at the ink level to merge some cells, for instance. But again, this approach primarily supports the creation of small tables drawn by hand.

While the above works essentially focus on sketching simple spreadsheets on a blank 2D canvas, other related work has investigated the use of pen and touch to manipulate data in conventional spreadsheets programs. As part of their solution to interactively repair tables extracted from documents on mobile devices, Hoffswell & Liu [25] describe a small set of gestures that users can perform to insert and delete cells, as well as split or merge cells that were incorrectly recognized by the automatic extraction process. Although not a spreadsheet program but rather a tool for visual data exploration, TouchPivot [29] features a table view that users can interact with to perform some transformations on the data. The focus is specifically on filtering and pivoting data using simple pen and touch interactions. Perhaps most related to our work, Pfeuffer et al.’s investigation of thumb+pen interaction on handheld tablets [44] includes a spreadsheet application probe that enables users to perform a set of cell manipulations using the pen primarily as a selection tool, while the non-preferred hand complements that input by setting spring-loaded modes and adjusting parameters. As discussed later, this probe strongly influences our core division of labor. It essentially focuses on grid-level operations, however, and does not address friction between grid and value-level operations, which we identify as a major usability issue with spreadsheet programs on interactive surfaces.

Finally, other modalities than pen + touch have been investigated to interact with spreadsheets. Gesslein et al. [16] use a virtual reality headset to extend the limited display space of a tablet in a mobile context of use. The additional display capacity is used to show multiple worksheets, to extend the current worksheet, and to superimpose additional information such as dependencies between cells using the third dimension. Many interactions are performed with the pen, though some actions are performed with mid-air and touch gestures. Takayama et al. [59] run an elicitation
study to design a set of contactless gestures for mid-air spreadsheet manipulation in front of a regular desktop monitor. Finally, Perelman et al. [41] use a smartphone to perform grid-level selections on tablets, observing that touch interaction alone is limited to a few gestures, many of which are reserved for navigation actions.

### 2.2 Pen + Touch Interaction

Support for concurrent pen and touch input only came in the mid 2000s [66]. An early study by Brandl et al. [5] identified several benefits to performing bimanual interactions with a combination of pen and touch, grounded in Guiard’s kinematic chain model [17]. They discussed some foundational principles such as using the pen for precise input with the preferred hand and coarser actions (mode selection, parameter adjustments) with the non-preferred hand. They also empirically compared pen + touch to pen + pen and touch + touch, finding the pen + touch combination to perform better on a task that involved simultaneous inking and navigation. Informed by observations of people manipulating physical paper and notebooks, Hinckley et al. soon after introduced their “pen+touch=new tools” division of labor where “the pen writes, touch manipulates, and the combination of pen + touch yields new tools” [24].

In this paper, Hinckley et al. illustrate the general idea on an application for note-taking and scrapbooking. But pen + touch input has been investigated in a variety of applications that follow the same division of labor for the most part: active reading [23] and annotating documents with systems such as RichReview [67] and SpaceInk [52]; handwritten text editing [60]; page-based document editing [37], working with maths [68]; and designing on a whiteboard [65].

Other research has investigated applications that depart from this general division of labor. In a laboratory experiment, Matulic et al. [36] found the pen to also be effective at performing some widget manipulation tasks, leading them to believe that the division of labor was “not always clear-cut.” In their spreadsheet probe for thumb+pen interaction, Pfeuffer et al. make the pen select rather than write: “the pen selects, touch manipulates” [44] – acknowledging selection as one of the core transactions in the spreadsheet interaction model. Hamilton et al.’s pen + touch interactive system for a real-time strategy game [21] lets users make precise selections and invoke commands with the pen. The preferred hand is also used to navigate, with the pen stowed in the palm. The pen can also be used to select and manipulate existing vector shapes, for instance to edit node-link diagrams [14]. Graphies [49] – an expressive network visualization authoring environment – uses the pen primarily for selection and for parameter adjustments. In Neat [15] – a set of pen + touch techniques for vector graphics layout – the pen is used not only to sketch shapes but to draw alignment guides as well. Overall, we observe that beyond writing, selection comes a close second as a role for the pen. It is indeed a particularly effective precision tool for delineating arbitrary regions, which will prove particularly useful for spreadsheet interaction as discussed in Section 5.

Pen + touch has also been investigated in a large number of data visualization systems where users manipulate many small interface elements and perform elaborate selections like they do with spreadsheet programs. Discussing them all is beyond the scope of this paper. We only mention interesting trends and refer the interested reader to Lee et al.'s comprehensive survey [33] for details on this topic. As pen and touch control different pointer types, a general trend in many systems is to use them for different types of actions, helping disambiguate input without requiring an explicit mode switch (see, e.g., [11, 69]). The pen, again, is often used for selection. While some systems such as SketchInsight [32] rely on touch for this action, a lot of systems rather rely on the pen (e.g., [11, 51, 54, 69]), taking benefit from an input device whose “key affordance [...] is the accuracy for direct pointing and dragging, providing the ability to compose precise selections by sketching complex shapes [...] while reducing the occlusion caused by touch” [51].
Prior work discussed so far has involved regular digital pens in combination with regular, direct touch input. In the last few years, research projects have looked into expanding input capabilities, for instance with gaze [42, 43], speech [58], pen grip and hand posture [7, 35, 38] or even tablet grip [71]. We come back to these additional input capabilities in Section 7 where we consider going beyond regular pen + touch as future work.

3 WHAT USERS CAN DO WITH COMMERCIAL SPREADSHEET PROGRAMS

Microsoft Excel, Apple Numbers and Google Sheets – to name well-known commercial spreadsheet programs – are all available on tablet computers. Their cumulative download counts amount to billions. These spreadsheet programs typically have less features than their desktop counterparts, but their UI design and interaction model is actually very similar, which is one of the causes of friction between the grid, value and navigation layers. Table 1 summarizes our systematic analysis of input-to-action mappings over multiple configurations: different spreadsheet programs (Microsoft Excel, Apple Numbers, Google Sheets) and operating systems (Microsoft Windows, Apple iPadOS, Apple macOS), running on the three representative pen + touch devices illustrated in Figure 2.1 The effect of each input action is categorized into: grid-level selections (GS∗) and manipulations (GM∗); value-level selections (VS∗); panning & zooming the worksheet (P, PZ); and invoking contextual widgets (MN). Looking at this table, we can make several observations.

Lack of consistency. One first observation is the inconsistency [40] between input-action mappings across configurations. Looking at individual rows, color variations reveal significant differences between them. There are variations among hardware configurations for a given spreadsheet program, and among programs for the same hardware configuration. These variations are symptomatic of the friction between the three interaction layers (grid, value, navigation), different spreadsheet program UI design teams addressing the problem in different ways.

Friction between grid and navigation layers. A typical example of friction that results in a variety of mappings across configurations is the case of drag input events. Starting with the case of single-finger drags performed on already-selected cells, Table 1 lists four different actions (l.05),2 illustrated in Figure 3. Considering all drag input events (l.04-07 + l.13-15), the same table shows that regardless of the modality (finger or pen), these are sometimes mapped to grid-level selection actions (GS∗, GM∗) and sometimes to navigation actions (P). There is broad agreement regarding two-finger drag/pinch input events however: these are systematically mapped to navigation (l.08).

---

1The raw table of all input events and actions triggered, per configuration, is provided as supplemental material, together with information about spreadsheet program version and hardware configuration.

2Notation l.nn refers to line numbers in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of user actions and their effect, by spreadsheet program, by operating system, by display surface hardware. Actions are grouped in four categories, which are visually encoded with redundancy to help identify them based on the action code’s first letter and background color: grid-level selection (GS), value-level selection (VS), grid-level manipulation (GM), and contextual widgets. Empty cells indicate that this input has no effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User input</th>
<th>Performed on</th>
<th>Numbers (iPadOS)</th>
<th>Excel (iPadOS)</th>
<th>Google Sheets (iPadOS / Safari)</th>
<th>Excel (Windows)</th>
<th>Google Sheets (Windows / Chrome)</th>
<th>Desktop computer + Wacom Cintiq Pro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.01 Single-finger tap</td>
<td>unselected cell</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.02 Single-finger tap</td>
<td>selected cell</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.03 Single-finger double tap</td>
<td>(unselected cell)</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.04 Single-finger drag</td>
<td>unselected cell</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05 Single-finger drag</td>
<td>selected cell</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GM</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.06 Single-finger drag</td>
<td>selection border</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GM</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.07 Single-finger drag</td>
<td>selection handle</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.08 Two-finger drag/punch</td>
<td></td>
<td>PZ</td>
<td>PZ</td>
<td>PZ</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.09 Two-finger tap</td>
<td></td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.10 Pen tap</td>
<td>unselected cell</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.11 Pen tap</td>
<td>selected cell</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.12 Pen double tap</td>
<td>(unselected cell)</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
<td>VSa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.13 Pen drag</td>
<td>(unselected cell)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.14 Pen drag</td>
<td>selection border</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GM</td>
<td>GM</td>
<td>GM</td>
<td>GM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15 Pen drag</td>
<td>selection handle</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
<td>GSa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) The selection rectangle features handles only if it was created using finger touch (tap for single cell select).

Friction between grid and value layers. Table 1 also shows that selections tend to be cumbersome no matter the level considered (grid or value). For instance, selecting a range of cells (a grid-level action) typically involves two steps: first, a cell is selected (GSa) with a tap (1.01+1.10), followed by a drag on a small, difficult-to-acquire element such as the selection border or lower-right corner handle (1.06-07 + 1.14-15) to adjust the selection (GSa). Value-level selections are cumbersome as well, requiring a double tap to get through the grid layer and interact with values on the layer below, one at a time. In addition, while this double tap is mapped consistently to a value-editing...
Fig. 4. Three different behaviors when performing a pen double-tap between characters o and k in cell Tokyo: enter value-edit mode, and either (a) position the caret at the end of the string (VS\text{c}); (b) position the caret in the string, precisely between those two characters (VS\text{nc}); or (c) select the whole string (VS\text{ac}).

mode-switch across configurations, the actual selection state resulting from this switch varies (l.03, l.12). As shown in Figure 4, depending on the configuration considered, a pen double tap can either automatically select the entire string, position the text insertion caret at the end of the string, or position it between the two characters nearest to the double-tap location. In all cases, selecting a specific substring or moving the caret to another position requires additional input actions. On the desktop, this is facilitated by the keyboard and the mouse's multiple buttons. But none of these is available – or easily accessed when available – on interactive surfaces.

In summary, spreadsheet programs for interactive surfaces lack in clarity when it comes to disambiguating grid-level interactions (cell selection and manipulation), value-level interactions (string editing), and navigation interactions (panning and zooming the worksheet). There are multiple inconsistencies across programs, and many actions – including some very basic ones – are cumbersome. The only consensual design choice we observe is that two-finger interactions are consistently dedicated to the navigation layer (Obs\text{1}). Apart from that, there is no clear model for the fundamental action of selecting elements, which is key to any direct manipulation technique. We argue that the difficulty in selection is mainly due to spreadsheet programs following “a legacy of designs that have treated pen or touch interchangeably” [24], missing opportunities to leverage the specific capabilities of pen input.

4 WHAT USERS COULD DO WITH SPREADSHEET PROGRAMS

The above analysis gives us an overview of what actions users can do with current commercial spreadsheet programs operated with pen and touch. We now start considering what actions users could do with those input modalities. We first report on what strategy they would adopt to select different types of elements in a spreadsheet, gathering data through an elicitation study in which users demonstrated what they would do to perform different types of selection.

As in typical elicitation studies [64], participants were presented with the effect of an action (referent) and asked to demonstrate the interaction steps (signs) they would expect to perform to trigger that effect.

4.1 Participants

Sixteen volunteers (6 women, 10 men), all right-handed, aged 20 to 46 year-old (average 26.6, median 25), participated in the experiment. All of them reported using a spreadsheet program regularly on the desktop: Microsoft Excel (11), Apple Numbers (2), Google Sheets (5), or Open/Libre Office Calc (5). One of the participants also reported using Apple Numbers on an iPad Pro tablet. Seven participants reported regularly using a digital pen for drawing on a tablet; three for taking notes or annotating documents; one for browsing the Web. Two participants reported infrequent usage of a digital pen for gaming on a Nintendo Console, and four reported never using one.
4.2 Apparatus
The experiment ran on a Windows 10 Pro desktop workstation (Intel Xeon CPU/32GB RAM) connected to a Wacom Cintiq Pro display (24", 3840 x 2160 pixels) equipped with a Wacom Pro Pen 2. The software was implemented as a Web application (Figure 5), collecting input events using the W3C Pointer Events API [6]. The application ran in the Chromium (v96) Web browser.

4.3 Task and Procedure
To avoid considering selections in an overly idealistic and non-ecological context, our study takes into account not only grid-level and value-level actions from Table 1, but also includes several additional actions. These actions involve manipulating elements once they have been selected. The complete set of interactions presented to study participants is detailed in Appendix A.1.

Participants entered the room, read and signed a consent form that explained the overall goal of the experiment, then filled out a demographic form. They were explicitly told that there was not one unique answer or universal truth to the different questions they would be asked. We then collected their answers for all 28 referents listed in Appendix A.1, as described below.

Participants received the following instructions: “This tablet is tactile. Imagine that you only have your fingers and the stylus (both tip and eraser) to interact with it. Use your fingers and/or pen directly on the left picture to show us the action(s) that you would do to trigger that effect. It is up to you whether you perform the gesture using one hand, two hands, the pen only, etc.”

In line with studies such as, e.g., [46, 53], that give participants an opportunity to revise some of their signs after having seen the whole set of referents, we divided the experiment into two phases: Initial and Revision. In each phase, participants completed 28 trials during which they performed actions to invoke one of the referents. Before starting with the Initial phase, participants were told that if they ran into conflicts – i.e., if they wanted to perform the same actions (signs) they had performed for an earlier referent – they would have the opportunity to address those conflicts later on if they wanted to and should not worry about this. Once they had become familiar with the complete set of referents in the Initial phase, they were given the opportunity to revise any of the signs in the Revision phase.

Figure 5 illustrates a typical trial in our study. The referent is expressed as a question displayed in the top part of the interface and is illustrated by two pictures of a spreadsheet. The picture on the left shows the spreadsheet’s current state and the picture on the right shows the spreadsheet’s state after the referent has been invoked. Participants performed the sequence of actions directly on the left picture. As in any elicitation study, the interface was passive and did not implement any spreadsheet-related functionality. It only left digital ink showing when and where input was performed, what type of pointer was used (pen or touch) and what type of actions was performed (tap, dwell, trace). For instance, in Figure 5, the participant used the pen to enclose substring setosa.

As in Wobbrock et al.’s study of user defined gestures for surface computing [64], participants rated how much the signs they proposed were 1) a good match for the referent and 2) easy to perform. They did so thanks to the two 5-point Likert scales at the bottom of the interface (Figure 5).

Within each phase (Initial and Revision), trials were grouped by Scope and Action Type (Appendix A.1). The presentation order of groups was counterbalanced across participants using a Latin Square. Within a group, referents were presented in a random order. For each participant, the overall presentation order of the 28 referents was the same across the two phases.

4.4 Results
For each trial, the experimental software made a screen capture of the left picture annotated with input traces, and recorded the Match and Easy 5-pt scores that participants gave to their signs. In
Fig. 5. A trial in the study. The referent is presented as a question in the top panel. The left and right spreadsheets respectively show the state before and after the referent’s effect is applied. Participants use their fingers and pen directly on the left panel to make their sign proposal. They then evaluate their proposal with a Match and Easy score using the 5-pt Likert scales displayed below the spreadsheets.

case participants iterated over a given trial in the Revision phase, the experiment software recorded a revision action and overwrote the data collected in the Initial phase with the revised data. In addition, participants were video-recorded and the operator took notes to collect their feedback.

4.4.1 Classification into sign and modality categories. Following recommendations by Tsandilas [61], we rely on Fleiss’ Kappa coefficient ($\kappa$) to assess the level of agreement between participants regarding their proposals for the different referents.

Before computing $\kappa$ values per referent, we organize participants’ proposals into different categories. $\kappa$ then gives an indication of how much participants agree about the proposed category for a referent. $\kappa$’s computation takes into account the chance bias to output a normalized value ($\in [-1, 1]$) that can be interpreted as follows: a positive value means agreement beyond chance (+1 meaning perfect agreement), and a negative value means disagreement beyond chance.

We analyze agreement at two different levels: at a fine level by classifying participants’ proposals into sign categories (i.e., specific series of input actions); and at a coarse level by classifying them into modality categories.\(^3\)

4.4.2 Level of agreement per referent. The average level of agreement regarding the proposed sign per referent (Figure 6-a) is low: $\kappa = 0.1 \pm 0.08$ (median=0.1, min=-0.02, max=0.34). The average level of agreement regarding the proposed modality (Figure 6-b) is only slightly better: $\kappa = 0.18 \pm 0.26$ (median=0.14, min=-0.2, max=0.6). While agreement about modality is low on average, we observe a level of agreement that significantly varies across referents. In particular, a comparison based on confidence intervals regarding the proposed modality shows some difference in $\kappa$ between groups.

\(^3\)Appendix A.2 provides the detailed definition of a sign in our study.
of referents \( \text{VS} \) and \( \text{GS} \): 0.512 with 95% CI [0.117, 0.906]. Figure 6-b illustrates this, showing that \( \kappa \) is much higher for value-level selections (VS) than for grid-level selections (GS).\(^4\) Below we report the general trends observed for value-level and grid-level interaction, by group of referents.

**Value-level selections (VS):** participants heavily used the pen tip to delimit the scope of a selection within a cell. However, the level of agreement for these referents remains quite low primarily because \( i \) some participants (9) delimited the scope using a Horizontal Line while some others (6) delimited it by circling it with an Enclose mark; and \( ii \) other participants – likely influenced by their experience with current spreadsheet programs – first performed a double tap or dwelled in the cell before inking inside.

**Value-level manipulations (VM):** moving the selected substring (VM\(_1\)) reaches a relatively good level of consensus. All participants but one relied on a Drag-based event. However, they used different modalities: 9 participants used the pen tip, and 6 used their finger. Interestingly, finger drags were usually preceded by a Dwell event. This was likely to make it clear that this drag applied to the value level rather than the grid level. To delete a value selection (VM\(_2\)), participants heavily relied on the pen (15) but were split between using the pen tip (7) or the eraser (8). They also used different event types. For example, 2 participants simply dragged the value selection away by dropping it in the background, while others preferred a custom mark to strike through the selection using a Horizontal Line (4) or a ZigZag custom mark (5).

**Grid-level selections (GS):** the level of agreement is particularly low regarding both the proposed sign and the proposed modality. When selecting a single cell (GS\(_1\)), a column (GS\(_3\)) or a row (GS\(_6\)), the simplest proposals consisted of a Tap event either on the cell, column header or row header. 8 participants consistently made such a proposal but were split regarding the modality: 4 used the pen tip, 3 used their finger while the others used either the pen tip for cell and column selections or their finger for row selections. We observed other proposals such as an Enclose mark around the whole value of a cell to select it (3) or a Flick gesture to select a row or a column. To select

\(^4\)Readers interested in the systematic comparison between referents can run analysis scripts provided as supplemental material, which perform such comparisons between pairs of referents and pairs of referent groups.
Grid manipulations (GM): the level of agreement is low as well. There seems to be stronger agreement regarding the use of the pen modality in comparison with grid-level selections although a statistical comparison is not really conclusive (difference in \( \chi^2 \) between groups GM and GS regarding modality is -0.155 with 95% CI [-0.405, 0.095]).

4.4.3 Match and Easy scores. Match and Easiness scores given by participants to their proposals are reported in Figure 7. We use the ARTool package [13, 63] to analyze the effect of Referent on Match and Easiness scores. We observe that participants are particularly unhappy with a couple of proposals. VS7 (generalizing the selected substring of a cell value to all values in the column), GS9 (select all cells holding a given value in a column), and GS10 (select all rows holding the same value in a given column) are given match scores that are overall lower than the other referents. These three referents have match scores that are significantly lower than that of VS4, GS2, and GS3 (\( p < 0.05 \)). This is not particularly surprising as those three operations are typically not doable with direct manipulations in existing spreadsheet programs. It seems that participants are not able to identify a satisfying way of invoking them even when they are free to choose how to do so. Participants were satisfied with the rest of their proposals overall.

As illustrated in Figure 7-b, participants found all their proposals easy to perform. The only exception was GS10 (select all rows holding the same value in a given column) whose score is significantly lower than that of many other referents. The difference is significant (\( p < 0.05 \)) when compared to VS1, VM2, GS1, GS5, GS6, GM4, and GM7.

4.4.4 Summary of findings. While our participants demonstrated a lot of variability regarding the sign proposals they made for the selections and manipulations considered, our study still yields insights that can inform the design of pen + touch spreadsheet interaction, complementing the first observation drawn from the analysis of commercial spreadsheet programs (Obs1, Section 3).

- **Obs2**: The choice of input modality does not disambiguate between grid and value layers. Participants’ proposals do not elicit a clear difference between the pen and touch modalities. The modality alone cannot be used to distinguish between interactions aimed at the grid layer and interactions aimed at the value layer. Seven of our participants actually stated explicitly that they would use one or the other interchangeably for most actions.
• **Obs3:** The pen is often used for value-level selections and deletion. Two notable exceptions to the above observation are value-level selections and delete manipulations, which participants systematically performed with the pen. This was likely because of affordances specific to the pen such as its higher precision (useful to point or drag between two characters) and/or the use of pens on paper to circle or underline text. Participants also leveraged their experience with erasers that are often found at the other end of those pens. Most participants turned the pen upside-down and put it on the surface to erase values or grid elements.

• **Obs4:** Only a few, simple custom marks are used. A few participants proposed to use a custom mark to activate a command. However, no two participants ever proposed the same mark for a given referent (except the sorting manipulation $GS_7$ for which two participants used an arrow mark). Furthermore, the set of marks that participants proposed was limited to a small set of simple marks. While such command marks can act as efficient shortcuts for expert users [1], participants did not spontaneously propose to use them.

• **Obs5:** Pen and touch are seldom used together, multi-touch is almost never used. Interestingly, there were few proposals that involved pen and touch together. The few instances we observed are for grid-level selections that involve cell-value-matching criteria ($GS_9$ and $GS_{10}$), whose specification requires two distinct scopes such as, e.g., a cell value selected with the finger and the header of a column with the pen for $GS_9$. Finally, the number of proposals that involve multi-touch gestures for selections or manipulations is almost null.

### 5 Interaction Techniques for Spreadsheets on Interactive Surfaces

Taken together, our analysis of pen and touch input in commercial spreadsheet programs and the elicitation study results establish one thing: there is little agreement about how to use pen and touch to interact with spreadsheets. This is true among interface designers (Section 3), among end-users (Section 4), as well as between designers and end-users.

In this section, we describe the set of interaction techniques that we designed to mitigate frictions between layers. We showcase these techniques using a prototype Web-based application (whole interface illustrated in Figure 15, see Appendix B.1 for implementation details). Most figures show data from the Titanic dataset [27]. The companion video also demonstrates most of the interactions described here.

#### 5.1 Mitigating Friction Between the Grid and Value Layers

5.1.1 Selection. While we did not observe a clear difference between pen and touch for disambiguating between grid-level and value-level selections in the elicitation study (Obs2), there was a strong tendency to use the pen for value-level selections inside cells (Obs3). Striving for consistency, we make the choice to have all selections performed with the pen. In order to differentiate a value-level selection from a grid-level selection, we adopt a strategy that takes the graphical context into account [14, 53] to implicitly disambiguate user intent by differentiating input performed within a cell from input performed across cells, as detailed below:

- **Grid-level Selection.** Basic grid-level selections are performed as follows: a pen tap selects the underlying cell; a pen drag selects the corresponding range of cells; tapping a column or row header selects the corresponding cells. In each case the previous selection is cancelled.

- **Value-level (Subcell) Selection.** In our elicitation study, participants performed different gestures to select only part of a value inside a cell: underline it, circle it, or draw a roughly rectangular shape around it. To support a variety of marks, we adopt a relaxed strategy for substring

---

5In the remainder of the paper we refer to this as a subcell selection.
Fig. 8. Performing a subcell selection by drawing an arbitrary mark: (a) the pen leaves ink, providing an indication of what substring will be selected; (b) once the pen lifted, the ink is replaced by a beautified representation of the selection, consisting of the substring actually delineated (dark blue) and its complements on either or both sides (light blue).

selection that only involves the inked mark’s bounding box: 1) differentiate between value-level and grid-level selection simply based on the position and size of the bounding box (fully inside a cell vs. spanning more than one cell); and 2) select the substring of characters that fall within the horizontal range defined by the mark’s bounding box. Users do not have to learn any specific mark, as they can use any simple gesture (Obs4) to delineate the substring. Figure 8-a shows three different ways to select a substring. Once the pen lifted from the surface, the system beautifies the selection (Figure 8-b): the raw ink is erased and replaced by a set of rectangles that precisely delineate the selection. The most visually-salient rectangle corresponds to the subcell selection. Two low-contrast rectangles, one on each side, correspond to the complements to the main selection and afford some manipulations. Tapping any of these complement rectangles with the pen makes it the main subcell selection, the original one becoming part of the complement. Usage examples of complements are given in Section 5.1.2.

The only mark that is confined within a cell and that does not select a substring is a short vertical drag. This specific mark, which has no horizontal range, positions the text caret in-between the two closest characters and enters value-level editing mode.

Once a selection has been made, users are able to extend it in two ways: multiple selection and semantic selection. The scope of these extensions differs depending on whether they are performed at grid level or value level, as detailed next.

- **Grid-level Multiple Selection.** To avoid cancelling the previous selection but rather modify it, users can touch anywhere in the current selection with the non-preferred hand and perform pen taps or drags with the preferred hand. This will add or remove cells to the existing selection rather than reset it. Such incremental selections are typically useful when performing table reshaping operations [20], for instance to extract only a few columns from tables featuring many dimensions. They are available in commercial spreadsheet programs on the desktop but not on interactive surfaces [41].

- **Value-level Multiple Selection.** On the one hand, a grid-level selection lets users select multiple cells, but the entire string value gets implicitly selected in each of the cells. On the other hand, a value-level (subcell) selection lets users select only a subset of the characters representing a cell’s value, but is confined to that specific cell. Our selection model includes a generalization mechanism that enables users to perform a subcell selection in a cell and then apply it across a range of cells. This is particularly useful to edit multiple cells at once, a manipulation that is typically impossible without resorting to scripting tools in any existing spreadsheet program. For example, value-level multiple selection can be used to remove the state code from a list of US cities at once. Users simply have to make a subcell selection in one of the cells, and then drag it over the target range of cells, or all the way to the column’s header to apply it to all of its cells – the header representing an abstraction over cells holding data in the column [8]. All matching substrings in range get selected. The value of such a feature would
Fig. 9. Removing a substring across all cells of a column that contains the surname, title and first name of people embarked on the Titanic: (a) circling the end of one cell value using the pen, from the comma separating the title from the first name, to the end of the string; (b) dragging with the pen from the resulting subcell selection to the column header to generalize it to all values in the column; (c) tapping with the pen eraser on any of those subcell selections deletes them all, leaving only the surname and title (d).

be very limited if it only applied to cells that hold the exact same value. We thus implement an algorithm that infers a pattern from the initial subcell selection and applies it to the other cells. The corresponding generalization algorithm is described in Appendix B.2. In Figure 9, first names are removed from all cells in a column that contains full names.

- **Grid-level Semantic Selection.** In some desktop word processors, a single-click positions the text caret between the two closest characters; a double-click selects the entire word; a triple-click selects the entire paragraph. Similarly, in our selection model, multiple taps with the pen in the same place trigger semantic selections. A single-tap selects the cell; a double-tap selects all the cells that have the same value in the parent column; a triple-tap selects the lines that those cells belong to.

- **Value-level Semantic Selection.** In the same fashion, a double-tap on a subcell selection selects all matching substrings across all cells in the parent column, and a triple-tap selects the rows that hold matching cells. In cases where the substring to select is the exact same across the range, a double-tap on a subcell is functionally equivalent to dragging the subcell selection to the column header in order to generalize it to the entire column.

5.1.2 Manipulation. Spreadsheets are used for a variety of purposes, and the proportion of direct data – as opposed to derived data computed using formulas – is significant [2, 12]. The ability to modify these direct data (insert and remove text, rearrange substrings) is a key interaction with spreadsheets, which is paradoxically poorly-supported on interactive surfaces. In this section, we describe the direct manipulations users can perform on selections.

**Moving Selections.** As all selections are performed with the pen, touch can be used for manipulations. Users can simply drag a selection with their finger to move it, removing the need for a dwell time. At the grid level, touch essentially performs layout transformations: dragging a grid-level selection with a single finger moves the corresponding cells to a new location on the grid. Entire rows or columns can be moved by dragging their header. Copy & paste is supported as well: a single-finger double-tap on a selection copies it to the clipboard, and a dwell pastes it. Finally, users can also sort rows by performing a vertical flick gesture in the column they wish to sort by, as in TableLens [47].

**Transforming Selections.** The above manipulations involve only one finger. But other manipulations are best expressed using two fingers. An outward pinch gesture performed with one finger on a subcell selection and the other on its complement splits the two parts of the string in separate columns. Again, if the gesture is performed on a generalized subcell selection, all cells get split at
Fig. 10. Splitting title and surname in two separate columns. After generalization of the person’s title selection (from comma to end of string), (a) performing an outward pinch gesture with one finger on the main subcell selection and another finger on the complement splits the two in separate columns (b).

Fig. 11. Inverting first name and surname (John Smith → Smith, John) by direct value-level manipulation in one cell: (a) dragging the surname subcell selection to the left; (b-c) inserting a comma followed by a white space between surname and first name.

once, as illustrated in Figure 10. This is useful for instance to split a formatted date (dd/mm/yyyy) in three columns [18], or make a landline prefix (tel: vs. fax:) its own dimension [20]. The converse layout transformation – merging two columns – is achieved using an inward pinch gesture.

The touch modality may not always be precise enough when performing value-level manipulations, however. We thus make the choice to enable moving subcell selections with pen drags. The disambiguation between a selection and a manipulation is simply based on the start location of the pen drag: if the movement starts on a selection, it moves that selection and relocates it at the index where it is dropped; otherwise, it initiates a novel selection. As illustrated in Figure 11, this makes it easy for instance to invert first name and last name, possibly adding syntactic elements in between, as discussed in Rigel [9].

Deleting Selections. We assign the delete manipulation to the other end of the pen throughout the interface, as we observed many elicitation-study participants turning the pen upside down to erase values (Obs3). A tap with the eraser deletes the current selection. At the grid level, this will erase the cells’ contents, leaving the grid untouched, unless the eraser taps a header, in which case the corresponding row or column gets deleted. At the value level, the eraser only deletes the selected substring, but possibly does this across rows if the subcell selection has been generalized to multiple cells (Figure 9-c&d). The eraser can also remove foreign objects such as annotations (freeform ink and post-it notes, illustrated in Figure 15) when they are supported [44].

Editing Selections. Another important value-level manipulation consists of inserting new text or replacing existing text, for instance to fix wrong values in a table as illustrated in ActiveInk [51]. Making a short downward vertical mark in a cell or dwelling on a selection pops up a widget
Fig. 12. Value-level editing. (a) Entering value-edit mode by performing a vertical pen drag gesture within the cell’s boundaries; (b) handwriting the new cell value which gets recognized and (c) inserted in the cell.

for handwritten text entry (Figure 12). Consistent with other manipulations, it is possible to edit multiple cells simultaneously by invoking the widget on a multiple selection. Our prototype uses an external library\(^6\) to parse the ink input by users. It enables the input of new values and the editing of existing cell values as well. It also includes predefined gestures to, e.g., remove a word by scratching it. Handwriting recognition libraries of this type have actually become good enough that they can parse mathematical expressions, opening the door to pen + touch spreadsheet formula authoring, which would be worth exploring as future work.

A few simple syntactic transformations \([18]\) could also be performed directly with short vertical upward pen movements on a selection. For instance, in our current prototype, we map this event to letter case toggling, as this operation is often complementary to the value-level substring transformations introduced earlier.

Most value-level selection and manipulation actions presented in this section are not possible in current commercial spreadsheet programs, even on the desktop. The selection model and manipulation techniques presented here make all of this possible by direct manipulation, relying on simple input actions only. The companion video demonstrates how such capabilities enable advanced editing operations, which involve syntactic, semantic and layout transformations \([19]\) with quick and simple interactions.

5.2 Mitigating Friction Between the Grid and Navigation Layers

Our analysis of commercial spreadsheet programs identified some friction not only between the grid and value layers, but between the grid and navigation layers as well (Section 3). At the same time, we observed that multitouch input was dedicated to navigation in all spreadsheet programs we examined (\(\text{Obs}_1\)).

In the selection model and manipulation techniques presented in the previous section, we were careful not to introduce any action that would have conflicted with the typical two-finger slide and pinch gestures used for navigation. The few two-finger manipulation gestures mapped to merging and splitting selections are easily disambiguated based on the specific elements they are performed upon. By doing so, we can leverage the only interaction coherently implemented across spreadsheet programs, and minimize friction between the grid and navigation layers.

We aim to further reduce this friction by designing widgets that streamline grid-level selection and navigation. These are relevant primarily to cases where the spreadsheet holds large tabular datasets – as opposed to smaller, more informal spreadsheets with a looser structure. Observing that people often find it easier to utilize their fine motor skills with a pen rather than touch \([48]\),

\(\text{MyScript Tinkjs} \ [39]\) submits the input ink to a Web service and gets the recognized string as a result, with very little latency, providing incremental feedback after every input stroke.
we designed two types of pen-operated widgets, namely the Minitable and the Minivis, that enable advanced grid-level selections and make navigation in the spreadsheet faster.

**Minitable.** Mapping tables to a small overview, the **Minitable** (Figure 13) is a minimap that lets users brush through its rows and columns and select them without having to pan the main viewport. Figure 13-a illustrates the selection of a range of rows from the minitable. When dragging vertically with the pen inside the minitable, the system displays a preview of the row that falls below the pen tip. The preview is placed next to the minitable to avoid problems of divided attention. Users can also get a preview of a row (resp. column)’s cells by dragging the pen in the gutter (painted pink) on the side (resp. top) of the minitable, without changing the current selection. Figure 13-b illustrates this on columns. Similar to the minimap found in recent code editors, the minitable can be used to quickly scroll to a distant location in the worksheet: releasing the pen while inside the gutter (drag or tap) will automatically pan the worksheet to the corresponding location. Beyond navigation and selection, the minitable enables some manipulations as well. The simultaneous use of pen and touch enables users to move columns or rows to distant locations by direct manipulation: holding a column with the non-preferred hand, users select a distant location with the pen on the minitable and release the column once there. The combined use of pen and touch not only reduces friction between the grid and navigation layers, but actually facilitates a manipulation that was either tedious (on the desktop) or impossible (on interactive surfaces).

**Minivis.** The minitable provides means to interact with large tables, but essentially allows selections of contiguous blocks of rows or columns, regardless of their contents. It enables **grid-based** selections. Minivis plots (Figure 14) are complementary. They enable **value-based** selections. A minivis plot shows the distribution of values in a column depending on its type: a bar chart for categorical columns (Figure 14-a); a chart composed of a density plot on the left and a box plot on the right (Figure 14-b) for quantitative columns. Minivis plots help characterize the distribution of values [47] and identify rows of particular interest (modes, clusters, outliers [57]). They are interactive, and here again the pen acts primarily as a precise selection tool. Users can perform a variety of value-based selections such as, *e.g.*, “all rows of a given category” by tapping on the
Fig. 14. Minivis plots. (a) A bar chart shows the distribution of values for categorical variables – here one of three ports where passengers could embark on the Titanic. The blue bar indicates that the user has selected rows featuring C (for Cherbourg) as the port of embarkation. (b) A density plot and a box plot are juxtaposed to visualize the distribution for quantitative variables – here the age of passengers. The blue area in the box plot indicates that the user has selected rows featuring an Age value that falls in the third quartile.

corresponding bar (Figure 14-a); “values that fall in a given quartile” by tapping the corresponding region in the box plot (Figure 14-b); or a range of values by dragging vertically on the density plot. Minivis plots are similar in spirit to scented widgets [62], but applied to row selection in tables. Pink gutters similar to those of the minitable let users preview distribution values without actually changing the row selection or navigating the table.

Both the minitable and minivis plots leverage the specific affordances of the pen. The high motor precision and limited visual occlusion of the pen tip (compared to finger touch) make it possible to efficiently perform precise selections in spreadsheets holding large tables while keeping the visual footprint of those widgets reasonably small. They decrease the need for navigation actions, which is beneficial for different reasons depending on the interactive surface’s dimensions: on a handheld tablet because few rows can be shown at once; on a larger digital drawing board because navigation often requires performing large movements. To further optimize screen real-estate use, minivis plots are only shown on-demand by pulling them from above the corresponding column header.

6 QUALITATIVE STUDY
In the previous section we have seen how we use the expressive power of pen and touch to design interaction techniques that reduce friction between the grid, value and navigation layers. We now report on a semi-structured qualitative study [3] aimed at gathering evidence about users’ ability to appropriate those techniques. We developed a prototype (Figure 15) that implements all the techniques described in the previous section and supports handwritten annotations as found in [44]. Two configurations among those we examined are now offering this feature on interactive surfaces (dashed cells in Table 1). Those annotations typically reside on yet-another layer, and we wanted to see if this might cause unanticipated friction. Our prototype thus lets users create annotations, both freeform ones using a side palette (Figure 15-d & e) and post-it notes (Figure 15-f & g).

There is much diversity in the expertise of people who use spreadsheets [8], for what purpose they use them, and how they use them [2], ranging from lay users who see them as a way to give some structure to their data to experts who master complex formulas and macros. But we were primarily interested in evaluating how users appropriate the new direct manipulations and how effective they are at reducing friction. We thus purposefully recruited participants who use spreadsheets to interactively explore and wrangle [30] their data. While such fairly advanced information workers
Fig. 15. The prototype Web-based application used in the qualitative study. Several features are illustrated in this screen capture: (a) minivis plots for row selection; (b) minitable for grid selection and worksheet navigation; (c) substring selection across cells; (d) annotation palette; (e) freeform ink annotation; (f) post-it annotation; (g) post-it annotation minimized.

are not the only ones who would benefit from the new techniques, we hypothesized that they were most likely to try them and give meaningful feedback in the relatively short time span (approximately 1 hour) of our semi-structured qualitative study.

6.1 Participants and Apparatus
Six volunteers (2 women, 4 men), all right-handed, aged 23 to 34 year-old (average 27.7, median 26.5), participate in the experiment. P1 is a musician; P2-P6 are computer scientists with a specialization in data visualization or HCI. All of them frequently manipulate tabular data but use different tools for this purpose. P1 prefers spreadsheet programs; P6 primarily uses scripting languages; P2-P5 use both spreadsheet programs (Apple Numbers, Microsoft Excel) and scripting languages (R, Python). None of them has used pen + touch to interact with spreadsheets before. P4 and P5 have accessed Google Sheets on a smartphone on a few occasions.

The apparatus used for the study is the same as that of the elicitation study (see Section 4.2), but with a display scale set to 200% to compensate for the very high pixel density (3840 x 2160 pixels on a 24" screen). The software is implemented as a Web application (Figure 15, see Appendix B.1 for details about the technical implementation).

6.2 Task and Procedure
Participants entered the room, read and signed a consent form that explained the overall goal and procedure of the experiment. They had been asked to provide a dataset of their own choosing – that they were working on or had been working on recently – several days before the scheduled session in order to check that the dataset worked properly with our prototype. The study then consisted of the following steps.

• A short structured interview (≈ 10 minutes) during which participants were asked about their prior experience with pen + touch devices; experience with data manipulation and use
of tabular data in general; the tools they were using and the challenges they were facing when working with data.

- Then the facilitator introduced the system (≈ 25 minutes), demonstrating the possible actions to participants, who reproduced them right after the demonstration, one at a time. The introduction was carried out using the Titanic dataset [27] used in many figures in this paper. Similar selections and manipulations were grouped together, resulting in 30 short sequences. Throughout this hands-on introduction, the facilitator ensured that the participant had a good understanding of the possible manipulations so far and answered any question they may have had.

- Participants were then presented with their own data and could manipulate them freely. This second phase (34-to-55 minutes depending on the participant) was open-ended. There was no predefined task. Participants explored and manipulated their data at will following a think-aloud protocol. If a participant ran out of ideas too quickly, the facilitator asked questions about their dataset to foster new ideas and manipulations.

- Finally, participants filled out a questionnaire (≈ 10 minutes) to evaluate how useful and easy-to-use different features were. Data were collected using 5-point Likert scales, ranging from “1. not useful at all” to “5. very useful”; and from “1. not easy to use at all” to “5. very easy to use”.

6.3 Results

While some participants used the system without a clearly-defined goal, others managed to achieve several of their goals, and even made unexpected discoveries about their data, as discussed next.

Figure 16-a gives an overview of the think-aloud phase. Color hue encodes the different types of interactions. The rectangle’s position, above or below the participant’s timeline, indicates that the interaction sequence is positive or negative overall. Sequences were coded as follows. An interaction sequence was considered positive if it led to the intended effect, or if it led the participant to orally formulate a hypothesis, a conclusion, or a positive comment related to it. An interaction was considered negative if it did not lead to the intended effect, or led the participant to orally formulate a negative comment about it. Positive and negative comments about the system as a whole, that cannot be linked to a specific interaction sequence, were coded as general comments.

Figure 16-b visualizes the relative time spent performing manipulations of different types: grid-level basic operations; value-level direct manipulations; minitable and minivis selections; annotations. The legend also indicates the ratio of positive vs. negative sequences for each type.

6.3.1 Basic Operations. Unsurprisingly, basic operations (navigation, simple grid-level selection) amount to a significant proportion of all manipulations and are intermingled with other types of interactions. Participants were generally satisfied with them (85% positive).

All participants used two-finger gestures to navigate the worksheet, in line with Obs1. Combined with selections to highlight particular values, panning the worksheet helped relate data points that were too distant to be shown simultaneously on screen. For instance, P5 was able to make sense of some data points that they had initially considered as outliers. They also identified patterns within selections to formulate hypotheses on their data. When navigation involved too much back and forth, some participants (P1, P2, P4 and P6) rather chose to perform a layout transformation, regrouping the columns of interest with basic single-finger drags. Bringing those columns together also enabled P2 and P6 to compare their distributions side-by-side thanks to the minivis plots.

7 The script used for this introduction, as well as data analysis scripts and post-hoc questionnaires, are available as supplemental material.

P1 and P6 made use of two-finger pinch gestures to quickly merge or split columns. For instance, P1 fixed values that were wrongfully encoding different categories. P1 used column merge to create a new categorical column from two others, commenting that “it enabled me to create new correlation data that I could then plot and compare.” The ability to sort values quickly with a single-finger flick on a column was also well-received by P3, P4 and P5 who used it many times to successively sort columns either for exploratory purposes (P3, P4) or for arranging their table according to a specific sorting they had in mind.

In line with Obs3, participants also appropriated the pen eraser quickly, rating it 5 on the usefulness scale (Figure 17-a). Using the pen for selection and then the eraser for deletion, P2 removed all rows but the ones with a specific value in one column, before deleting that column.

Semantic selections, which are difficult to achieve with regular spreadsheet programs, were found useful on multiple occasions. For instance, P3 wanted to know if a particular value they had found was unique, and performed a pen double-tap on it to look for other instances. Conversely, P1 used the same interaction to check that multiple values they had edited were indeed still equal. They also used it to replace missing values by zeros in an effective way: first, input a ‘0’ with the pen in an empty cell and copy it with a finger double-tap, and second, perform a semantic selection with a pen triple tap on one of the remaining empty cells to select all of them, and then paste. P2 and P5 used the pen triple tap to select all rows with a matching value in a categorical column of interest. P5 observed that “The triple tap is great, it allows to do things quickly.” Overall, participants rated these interactions very positively (Figure 17): 4.67 (easiness) and 4.83 (usefulness).
6.3.2 Value-level Manipulations. Subcell selections and manipulations do not exist in commercial spreadsheet programs. Yet participants appropriated them quickly to perform elaborate transformations by direct manipulation. We first report on how they approached the selection step, and then detail the purpose of their value-level manipulations.

Subcell Selection. Participants delineated selections in different manners, confirming the need to support arbitrary marks for this purpose (Figure 8): P1, P2 and P5 systematically circled substrings, whereas P3 and P6 systematically underlined them. We did not observe any confusion between grid-level and value-level selection – both performed with the pen – again in line with Obs3 and suggesting that our disambiguation strategy (Section 5.1.1), while very simple, is effective. Participants always applied subcell selections to a group of cells, never to a single cell only. Multiple subcell selections and semantic subcell selections thus played a central role in value-level manipulations. P5 performed semantic subcell selections, using a triple tap in order to select entire rows with a cell matching the selected substring.

Purpose: Table Reshaping. Some subcell selections were used to split columns. For instance, P6 wanted to split a column holding "name, date" values in two columns. They selected the date substring in a cell and generalized that selection to the entire column, obtaining two selection groups: the dates and their complements. They then only had to pinch outward, one finger on each group, as illustrated in Figure 10. Realizing that there were trailing commas after the names, they selected one, generalized it, and used the pen eraser to delete them all. P1 also split a column, which was holding "foo - bar" values. But they removed the dashes thanks to a semantic subcell selection double-tap as they were confident that this was the sole delimiter used in all values.

Purpose: Data formatting. Multiple subcell selections were also used to perform syntactic transforms [18]. P2 and P3 used them to format numbers in quantitative columns. P3 knew that all values had the same number of fractional digits and wanted to keep the first one only. They performed a right-side generalization with an (implicitly-fixed) number of characters and erased it. P2 had a similar intent, but in their case the count of fractional digits varied from cell to cell and they adopted a different strategy. Aiming to only keep the first three digits, they selected them in a cell, generalized that selection, and then inverted it by tapping on the complement, effectively selecting all trailing fractional digits beyond the first three (when any). They actually had to perform this transformation in several columns, and wished it were possible to generalize subcell selections to multiple columns at once, suggesting this might be achieved by dragging the pen across target
column headers, explaining that “It would do the same type of selection on the other columns, because I know that they share the same properties.” P2 also relied on a semantic subcell selection to replace decimal points by commas. Tapping on the selection of all points with the pen, they opened the ink text editor, scratched the point and wrote a comma instead, effectively replacing them all in a matter of seconds.

P1 and P6 combined subcell selections with simple gestures (Obs4) to format columns containing string data. The small upward stroke gesture from a subcell to change letter case gave them “the feeling to uplift the selection.” They found it easier to make this sort of edit than with other spreadsheet programs: “Once I have formatted a cell with the proper casing, I copy/paste it to all other cells that need to be fixed. It’s very tedious.” P6 went further with the manipulation of their selection: they dragged it from right to left, effectively swapping it with the complement. As the letter case was now wrong, they changed the first characters to uppercase, and the middle characters – formerly the first characters – to lowercase, all with a short series of swift pen gestures.

Purpose: Data editing. Finally, we observed multiple occurrences of raw data editing. For instance, P2 – who had inadvertently deleted the content of a cell – invoked the ink text editor with a short vertical drag in that cell and rewrote the string by hand. As mentioned earlier, P1 wanted to replace all missing values by zeros and achieved this by writing only one ‘0’ and copying it at once in the remaining cells thanks to a semantic selection. P3 performed a similar syntactic transformation, replacing all second words in a range of cells by another word written with the pen. Some participants tried to achieve more advanced editing on multiple subcell selections and highlighted one missing capability. The current interaction model allows erasing, moving, and replacing substrings. But in the latter case matched substrings can only be replaced by one unique new substring – written with the pen – across the range. For instance, coming back to the example in Figure 11, inverting first name and surname for all rows at once can be done with a multiple subcell selection (performed before the action depicted in Figure 11-a). But inserting the comma and whitespace between surname and first name is not straightforward: invoking the ink text editor on surnames would then replace the surname in all cells with the same input value, irrespective of the original value. What is missing8 is a conceptual equivalent to text caret generalization, which is somewhat similar to the multi-line editing cursors featured in modern code editors that enable inserting a string at possibly different positions on multiple lines at once.

8The absence of this capability, and the fact that the handwriting recognition algorithm often confused ‘0’ with ‘o’, account for many (36%) of the value-level interactions categorized as negative (Figure 16).
We evaluated this issue as critical and iterated on our subcell manipulation techniques to address it. As illustrated in Figure 18, we added support for editing multiple heterogeneous subcell selections by visually representing subcell selections in the handwriting recognition widget. When invoked on a multi-subcell selection whose individual values differ, the widget symbolizes the block using a square glyph (Figure 18-b) which act as placeholders, leaving the user free to insert characters before and after it at will. The value manipulation described in Figure 11 for a single cell can now be performed on multiple cells at once, even if they hold different values.

6.3.3 Minitable and Minivis Plots. As they use spreadsheets primarily for tabular data exploration and wrangling, study participants were naturally interested in the minitable and minivis plots (Figure 16-a), except P4. Some participants used both the minitable and minivis plots (P1,P3), while other participants primarily used the minitable (P5) or the minivis plots (P2,P6). P2 and P6 actually interacted very often with minivis plots, performing as much or even more minivis interactions than basic operations (Figure 16-b).

Participants used the minitable to navigate the worksheet, sometimes to reach a particular row or column quickly, but most often to move to a specific area regardless of its contents. The same type of interaction was used to quickly go back to the first row, first column, or both. The minitable was also used for some selections that would otherwise have been tedious because of grid vs. navigation friction. For instance, P2 brushed over the pink gutter with the pen to locate a precise row label, and continued dragging the pen inside the minitable’s body to select a large number of rows from that point. The spontaneous use of pen + touch together was also observed on a few occasions (Obs). P5 used the minitable to drag & drop a row to a distant location in the worksheet by holding it with their non-preferred hand and quickly panning the worksheet with the pen on the minitable.

6.3.4 Annotations. Participants could annotate the spreadsheet by activating a dedicated side palette to make freeform annotations on a layer above the grid, or by drawing post-it notes that they could write upon and contract (Figure 15). However, participants did not use annotations much, either because it is not a regular part of their workflow, or because it was not particularly relevant in the context of a 30-to-45-minute analysis performed during a study.

Participants still provided feedback about this feature. They considered the freeform ink marks and post-it notes useful (rated 4.17, resp. 4.0) and easy to use (both rated 4.5) – see Figure 17. Figure 16-a shows a large number of annotation-centric interactions with a negative outcome, however (44%). This seems to be mostly due to the fact that annotations did not fully meet the expectations of participants who actually tried them. While most of these issues do not strongly relate to our interaction techniques, one seems worth mentioning. P4 wanted to have a place where annotations would always remain visible regardless of what part of the spreadsheet was visible – “I want to have them always within reach” (P4). They were in essence asking for a different annotation layer that would not be tied to the spreadsheet navigation layer. Simply adding another layer would likely cause even more friction, but as suggested by P4 this could be achieved by having a dedicated area in the spreadsheet’s periphery that does not interfere with the grid – at the cost of the amount of screen real-estate dedicated to the display of the spreadsheet itself.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Summary

Pen + touch input has been demonstrated to offer interesting opportunities in terms of interaction design in a variety of contexts [24, 37, 52, 68]. In this article, we investigated its potential in

---

9This glyph would ideally look similar to subcell selection rectangles (blue, rounded corners) to better convey their role, but the iinkjs widget used for handwriting recognition does not support rendering arbitrary graphics out of the box.

the specific context of spreadsheets. Starting from the observation that even simple spreadsheet manipulations can be cumbersome when performed on interactive surfaces, we aimed to analyze the causes of the user experience deterioration and identified a particularly important one: the grid, while being key to many interactions, acts as a layer that covers the entire workspace and hinders simple manipulations of the cell values that lie below it. In addition, because interactive surfaces are primarily operated using direct input, spreadsheet programs that run on them actually feature a third layer dedicated to navigation actions that also covers the entire workspace. All these superimposed layers create ambiguity regarding the intent of many input actions, requiring users to perform cumbersome interaction sequences to reach the intended target elements. Having identified this key issue, we proposed a set of interaction techniques that leverage the expressive power of the pen to disambiguate between layers, letting users break through the grid and seamlessly select a variety of elements with simple pen-based actions.

We first examined a representative sample of commercial spreadsheet programs running on a range of operating systems and pen + touch hardware. This highlighted where inconsistencies and consensus across hardware and software configurations lay. We then conducted an elicitation study to better understand users’ expectations when using pen + touch to interact with spreadsheets. Participants achieved little consensus, but the study yielded insights about the role of pen and touch as they perceive them, and the sort of gestures they would like to perform for direct manipulations. We then built upon those insights and our own experience as interaction designers to propose a new selection model. Building upon Pfeuffer et al.’s division of labor which states that “the pen selects, touch manipulates” [44], our model dedicates the pen to selections, but it also analyzes the spatial context of pen marks in order to implicitly disambiguate between the grid and value layers. We showcased how this model supports advanced spreadsheet operations with simple direct manipulation techniques. We then evaluated these techniques’ usability by conducting a semi-structured qualitative study involving six information workers manipulating their own data. Results from this study suggest that people who use spreadsheets for data exploration and wrangling can easily appropriate the new direct manipulation techniques and find them useful.

The research question driving our investigation was how to improve direct manipulation in spreadsheets on interactive surfaces. We did not limit interactive surfaces to handheld tablets, but rather sought to design interaction techniques that can be used consistently across a range of interactive surfaces, from handheld tablets to large digital drawing boards. Pfeuffer et al. [44] designed thumb+pen interaction techniques where only the thumb of the non-preferred hand can be used as that hand holds the tablet. Contrary to their probe and to other prior work [29, 54], we do not assume that the non-preferred hand holds the tablet. It rather remains free to reach locations on the interactive surface other than an edge or a corner. We refrain from employing bi-manual interaction too much, however, reserving it for interactions of secondary importance for two reasons: situations where the non-preferred hand holds the device remain in scope of our approach; some prior work suggests that users are not necessarily inclined to use bi-manual pen + touch interaction frequently [68].

### 7.2 Future Work

The use of pen + touch for direct manipulation in spreadsheets opens multiple avenues for future work. Some are targeted at all users, others are rather targeted at information workers such as our study participants, who frequently perform advanced data transformations. In that respect, our work can be seen as an early contribution to the emerging topic of post-WIMP interfaces for data manipulation, as discussed by Lee et al. [33].

One general avenue for future work is to investigate how to enable additional operations by direct manipulation without compromising usability. Chalhoub & Sarkar emphasize the key role of
columns as a “user-centric structure” [8] beyond sorting and filtering, observing in their interviews with spreadsheet users that they can be appropriated for other operations including conditional formatting and formula authoring. Some of these “column-based operations” could lend themselves to specification by direct manipulation with pen and touch. Advanced transformations, including rearrangement and transposition [22] could be considered as well.

One particularly interesting issue to address is that of formula authoring, which is often tedious on interactive surfaces. As hinted at in Section 5.1.2, handwriting recognition libraries such as the one used in our prototype can now parse reasonably-complex mathematical formulas. This means that the pen can be used to manipulate not only plain values but spreadsheet formulas as well. But more interesting opportunities lie in the articulation between selection actions and formula authoring. As both grid-level selections and subcell selections are performed with the pen, the insertion of function calls and selection ranges could both be performed seamlessly with the pen. This would streamline an operation that often requires two devices even on the desktop, as cell selections are typically performed with the mouse while function calls are inserted with the keyboard.

Complementing this, subcell selections can be seen as transpositions to direct manipulation of spreadsheet text extraction functions (such as, e.g., \texttt{LEFT()} and \texttt{RIGHT()}), combined with basic substring expression synthesis [18]. The visual reification of what essentially comes down to substring selection across cells does not have to be confined to the set of manipulations described in this paper, however. Subcell selections could be involved in formulas, as discussed above, but they could also be helpful in programmatic approaches to spreadsheet data manipulation [31, 55] where a variety of syntactic, semantic and layout transformations [56] get exposed as short programs.

Finally, mapping more operations to direct manipulation actions with regular pen and touch might prove challenging as few simple gestures remain available. Advanced operations – such as table pivoting, folding and unfolding to name a few – are arguably performed less frequently, mainly by expert users, and could be mapped to input capabilities that have only recently been investigated. These include the combination of pen, gaze and touch [42, 43]; the detection of hand posture [7, 35, 71], of tablet orientation [50]; the use of pen roll events, of passive surfaces to enable interactions outside the worksheet’s bounds [34]; and the non-preferred hand’s contact shape when working on a large interactive surface [38]. None of those capabilities have been considered in our interaction techniques as we purposefully limited ourselves to capabilities featured in off-the-shelf hardware. As some of them mature and eventually become widespread, it would be interesting to study how to integrate those newer capabilities, comparing them in terms of usability and efficiency to more conventional approaches such as exposing the same functionality via contextual menus.
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A ELICITATION STUDY

A.1 List of referents

Table 2 lists questions for the 28 referents considered in the elicitation study. Some questions were actually a bit more detailed to give context (e.g., the name of the columns to merge for GM1). Study material is available as supplemental material.

A.2 Definition of a Sign

We define a sign as a series of events that is described along the following dimensions:

- The input modality, which can be Pen tip, Pen eraser, Single Touch, Multi-touch or Pen + Touch.
- The start and end locations of input, which can be a Column header, a Row header, a Cell, somewhere Inside-a-Cell, the Select-All button, a Column separator, the Background. We use Inside-a-Cell when the location within the cell itself carries information (e.g., the participant draws a line between two specific characters of the value string).
- The input event type. We use four types of discrete events: Tap, Double Tap, Dwell and Flick. For continuous events, if the trace’s trajectory does not bear meaningful information, we classify it as Drag. For other continuous events, we use the following five categories: Vertical Line, Horizontal Line, Diagonal Line, Enclose or ZigZag. A few traces do not fall in any of those categories and rather correspond to custom-shape gestures that we categorize into one of the following shapes: Circle, Arrow, Equal sign, Parallel sign, Less-than sign, V, Loops.

An event is defined as a combination of these dimensions, and a sign can be either a single event or a combination of atomic events. Our definition of a sign is quite specific not only regarding the description of an event but also regarding the transition between consecutive events. In particular, when a sign involves a couple of events that have the same modality, we make a distinction between the case where the input device remains in contact with the screen during the transition, and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Action Type</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value-level Selection</td>
<td>(VS1)</td>
<td>How would you select the first character of a string in a cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-level Selection</td>
<td>(VS2)</td>
<td>How would you select the comma (and only the comma character) in a cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-level Selection</td>
<td>(VS3)</td>
<td>How would you select the last character of a string in a cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-level Selection</td>
<td>(VS4)</td>
<td>How would you select the left part of a string in a cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-level Selection</td>
<td>(VS5)</td>
<td>How would you select the sequence of characters &quot;&quot;, Ny&quot; (and only that sequence) in a cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-level Selection</td>
<td>(VS6)</td>
<td>How would you select the right part of a string in a cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-level Selection</td>
<td>(VS7)</td>
<td>How would you generalize a sub-cell selection to its parent column?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(VM1)</td>
<td>How would you move a selection within a cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(VM2)</td>
<td>How would you delete part of the content of a cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(VM3)</td>
<td>How would split a column into two columns?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-level Selection</td>
<td>(GS1)</td>
<td>How would you select a cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-level Selection</td>
<td>(GS2)</td>
<td>How would you select a range of cells?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-level Selection</td>
<td>(GS3)</td>
<td>How would you select a column?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-level Selection</td>
<td>(GS4)</td>
<td>How would you select a range of columns?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-level Selection</td>
<td>(GS5)</td>
<td>How would you select a set of columns?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-level Selection</td>
<td>(GS6)</td>
<td>How would you select a row?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-level Selection</td>
<td>(GS7)</td>
<td>How would you select a range of rows?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-level Selection</td>
<td>(GS8)</td>
<td>How would you select a set of rows?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-level Selection</td>
<td>(GS9)</td>
<td>How would you select the set of cells that have the same value in a column?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-level Selection</td>
<td>(GS10)</td>
<td>How would you select the set of rows that have the same value for a specific cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(GM1)</td>
<td>How would you merge two columns into one?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(GM2)</td>
<td>How would you move a column?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(GM3)</td>
<td>How would you move a row?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(GM4)</td>
<td>How would you clear a cell?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(GM5)</td>
<td>How would you delete a column?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(GM6)</td>
<td>How would you delete a row?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(GM7)</td>
<td>How would you sort a column?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation</td>
<td>(GM8)</td>
<td>How would you fill up a column following the pattern of selected values?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Referents considered in the elicitation study.
case where it is lifted up between the two events. For example, a Dwell immediately followed by a Drag without lifting the pen up is different from a Dwell + Drag sequence where the user lifts the pen up after the Dwell. For the coarser modality-based classification, a participant’s proposal is simply described as the combination of its events’ modalities.

B IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

B.1 Prototype Implementation

The Web-based prototype depicted in Figure 15 and used for the semi-structured qualitative study implements all interaction techniques from Section 5. It is developed entirely in JavaScript and D3 [4], runs on the client side. Spreadsheet elements and interface widgets are all rendered in SVG. User pen and touch input events are handled with the W3C Pointer API [6].

The prototype is made available as supplemental material, and has been tested extensively with the Chromium Web browser on a Windows 10 PC connected to a Wacom Cintiq Pro. It also runs for instance on a Microsoft Surface Studio 2+, although some interactions that involve two simultaneous contact points are not supported so far because of input event API compatibility issues (the level of support for the W3C pointer API varies significantly across Web browsers and operating systems).

B.2 Generalizing Subcell Selections

Algorithm 1 below details how generalization works for subcell selections that include the cell’s first character. Informally, priority is given to special characters such as dash, comma, etc., falling back to different alphanumeric transitions (including juxtapositions of uppercase and lower case letters in either order) if no such character could be found. Other cases work similarly but are not detailed for the sake of conciseness: selections that include the last character use a mirror of the algorithm below; selections that include neither the first nor the last character use a combination of both algorithms; selections of the latter category consisting of a single character are generalized based on the transition from the previous character rather than the next one, consistent with the reading direction.
Algorithm 1: Generalization of a subcell selection that includes the first character of the source string. String indices start at 1. \( s[i] \) returns the character at index \( i \) in string \( s \). \( s[i : j] \) returns all characters from string \( s \) between indices \( i \) and \( j \) included.

```plaintext
Def: \( \mathcal{D} \)  // set of all delimiters, including special characters, arithmetic operators and currency symbols
Def: \( \mathcal{L}_l \)  // set of all lowercase letters
Def: \( \mathcal{L}_u \)  // set of all uppercase letters
Def: \( \mathcal{N} \)  // set of all digits
Def: enum U2L, L2U, A2N, N2A  // transitions from/to upper & lower case, from/to letter & number

Data: \( s \)  // source cell (string)
Data: \( T \)  // set of target cells (strings)
Data: \( i_s \)  // index of last char \( \in \) source subcell selection

\( ToI \leftarrow <\text{pos: 0, type: None}> \)  // transition of interest: <position, type>

if \( s[i_s] \in \mathcal{D} \) or \( s[i_s + 1] \in \mathcal{D} \) then
  \( ToI \leftarrow <\text{pos: } i_s, \text{type: } s[i_s]> \)  // special character
else
  if \( s[i_s] \in \mathcal{L}_u \cup \mathcal{L}_l \) then
    if \( s[i_s + 1] \in \mathcal{L}_u \cup \mathcal{L}_l \) then
      if \( s[i_s] \in \mathcal{L}_u \) and \( s[i_s + 1] \in \mathcal{L}_l \) then
        \( ToI.type \leftarrow \text{U2L}\)  // switch upper \( \rightarrow \) lower case
        \( ToI.pos \leftarrow \text{count(U2L, } s[1 : i_s - 1])\)
      else if \( s[i_s] \in \mathcal{L}_l \) and \( s[i_s + 1] \in \mathcal{L}_u \) then
        \( ToI.type \leftarrow \text{L2U}\)  // switch lower \( \rightarrow \) upper case
        \( ToI.pos \leftarrow \text{count(L2U, } s[1 : i_s - 1])\)
    else
      \( ToI.type \leftarrow \text{A2N}\)  // switch letter \( \rightarrow \) number
      \( ToI.pos \leftarrow \text{count(A2N, } s[1 : i_s - 1])\)
  else
    \( ToI.type \leftarrow \text{N2A}\)  // switch number \( \rightarrow \) letter
    \( ToI.pos \leftarrow \text{count(N2A, } s[1 : i_s - 1])\)

if \( ToI.type \neq \text{None} \) then
  for \( t \in T \) do
    \( i_t \leftarrow \text{indexOf}(ToI, t) \)  // get index of \( n^{th} \) occurrence of \( ToI.type \) where \( n = ToI.pos \)
    if \( i_t > 0 \) then
      select \( t[1 : i_t] \)  // select up to index of \( n^{th} \) \( ToI \) occurrence in \( t \)
  else
    for \( t \in T \) do
      select \( t[1:ToI.pos] \)  // no delimiter identified, select based on original selection length
```